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E L E C T R I C A L  N E W S

HellermannTyton South Africa celebrated 50 years of service within the electrical and associated industries in southern Africa at a special function for invited guests at its Linbro 
Park offices on 1 December. The event rounded off another successful year that saw HellermannTyton take the Electrobase ‘Supplier of the Year’ award for the fifth consecutive 
year, open its new purpose-built Port Elizabeth office, and launch its new website. Celebrating these milestones are HellermannTyton’s Gerhard van Rooyen (financial director); 
Stephan Jungermann (managing director sales and marketing EMEA); Rod Dewing (managing director); and Claude Middleton (sales and marketing director).

CELEBRATING 50 GOLDEN YEARS OF SERVICE

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO ENTER

National director for the ECA(SA), Mark Mfikoe is optimistic that 
2017 will see more work for electrical contractors. “I have had the 
opportunity to interact with decision makers in government in the 
last while and, if what they say is anything to go by, then contract-
ing is in for a ‘hell of a ride’,” says Mfikoe. 

“The government wants to press ahead with human settlements’ 
projects and infrastructure bulk supply projects. They are talking 
megaprojects in Gauteng specifically.” Mfikoe says this means 
work for the contracting industry. “But it also means preparation 
and learning how to do business with government. The legislative 
environment and financial controls are subject to the Public 
Finance Management Act (PFMA) and may be very frustrating for 
those who do not play by the rules of the game,” warns Mfikoe. 

“A further requirement that contractors would have to be sensi-
tive to is dealing with Community Project Steering Committees 
(CPSCs) and the extent to which the CPSCs place strange condi-
tions of employment. Managing this situation is going to be critical 
to smooth contract management,” he stresses.

“Let’s have a great 2017 and ensure that we deliver for our 
companies, our employees and the most important asset we have 
– our country. Forget politics and what those in positions of power 
do. They do as politicians do, so do not expect them to make sense. 
Concentrate on making the country work. We are South Africans 
first and making this country work is our call to the national good. 
There is nothing you can do about the rondavels in KwaZulu-Natal 
or the shebeen in Saxonworld.,” says Mfikoe. “As contractors, we 
are good at contracting and let us stick to that. Have a great 2017 
and let’s concentrate on business.” 
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